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gist

• A minimalist upper ontology, designed 
primarily for business use
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We partitioned out the UOM
Concepts Count

Object Properties 4

Datatype Properties 4

Fundamental classes 2

Fundamental instances 11

Other classes 27
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4 Datatype Properties

convertToBase
Domain:UnitOfMeasure Range:float

used to convert from one unit of measure to another if they 
both have the same zero base.  Note this is the 

conversion factor to multiply a unit by to get to the base. 
So the conversion factor for inch would be 0.0254.  You 
divide by the convertToBase number to get from a base 

unit to another.

hasDecimalValue
Domain:Magnitude Range:float

hasCurrencyValue
Range:float

Currencies are rounded to specified precision

hasConversionOffset
Domain:UnitOfMeasure Range:float

Used for tempreature conversion because Celicus and 
Fehrenheit have non zero zero bases. It's the kelvin 
temperature of zero in the other temperature scale
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 “base units”
UnitOfMeasure - candela

UnitOfMeasure - ampere

UnitOfMeasure - second

UnitOfMeasure - mole

UnitOfMeasure - cubic_meter

UnitOfMeasure - square _meter

UnitOfMeasure - kelvin

UnitOfMeasure - meter

UnitOfMeasure - kilogram

UnitOfMeasure - US_Dollar

UnitOfMeasure - each

--- ALL DIFFERENT ---
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Two key classes

hasUoM
some UnitOfMeasure

hasDecimalValue
some float

Magnitude
A scalar value which is either measured, estimated or set 

as a refernece value.  Magnitudes of the same 
dimenstional type ( ie duration or electric current) can be 

compared with a > or < operator, but can still have 
difference in their relationToTheWorld type (ie you can 

compare actuals to estimates or references as long as the 
dimension is the same).

--- AND ---

convertToBase
some float

this is the conversion to the base

baseUnit
some UnitOfMeasure

UnitOfMeasure
Each unit has a base unit and a conversion factor to the 

base. The bases are from SI.
--- AND ---
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The rest 
are 

derived 
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The rest 
are 

derived 
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Questions or other topics

• Compound Units
– Ratios (i.e., speed)
– Products (i.e., newtons)

• Unit conversion
• Measure
• Measurement
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